How to Reduce Traffic Accidents

Nowadays, traffic accidents is the most popular news item. Almost everyday, we
read about traffic accident like in newspaper, TV, radio, internet. The question is
"why that traffic accidents always happen?". We cannot only judge to the police
who didn’t do their job to keep our country safety. It can be comes from ourselves
that make a mistake on the way. Let’s talk about how to reduce traffic accidents
for ourselves.

At first, before you going to somewhere, you must check your equipment. For
also, ride motorcycle, you must use your helmet, use a standard motorcycle — be
cause it is more safe than motorcycle which use no standard equipment. You
can also use your gloves, mask (if needed). When you have finished to prepare
your equipment, let’s continue to check your machine of your motorcycle. Check
until there’s no problem, like your: fuel, oil, gear. Make it sure that your
motorcycle in a good condition.

For who ride a car, make it sure that you use your safety belt. Because
It can help you when you get accidents almost same for who ride motorcycle. After you have prepared your equipments. Please check your machine of your car. However, you must pay attention about the "radiator" if you use it. Don't forget to fill the water into the "radiator".

When you are on the way, you must remember about the law of traffic. If you ride a motorcycle, you must keep your way on the left side. Then, if you ride by a car, you must keep your way on the right side. This rule can separated between motorcycle and car. Because, one of the reason why traffic accidents always happen is: people didn't give responsibility to do that rule.

There are many role from government about traffic to help us. For example: don't stop here, don't turn around, and so on - with clear symbols. Some times, we didn't give respect about that rule and did in wrong way. Actually, if you do like government did, we would not get traffic accidents. There's no one will be a victim from the other foolishness.

Overall, there are many reasons that can make traffic accidents. We can avoid traffic accidents if you follow that steps, and of course you must give respect for the law on the road. Finally, don't forget to pray before you leave!
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How to Create Christmas Tree from Used Things

Have you ever made your own Christmas Tree to celebrate Christmas Day? Do you just buy the Christmas Tree from market and place it at your living room? To make it simple, we can make our own Christmas tree by preparing the materials. Below, I’ll tell you the steps to create Christmas Tree from Used Things yourself.

First of all, you must prepare all of the materials that are needed such as glue, newspapers, pencil, a pair of scissors, glitter, color paint, paint brush, lamps, boxes, string ropes, glue comb and bottles. Then you can squeeze the newspapers into a big lump. Next, you can color it with color paint to make the lumps become colourful and wonderful by using the paint brush. Next, you cut the bottles into two pieces with
the scissors to get a cylinder shape. Then, you put some papers into the cylinder and stick some parts of it with glue. Next, you sprinkle the paper with the glitters to make it shiny and bright.

After you get the shape of cylinders and a lump, it’s time to create the most important part of the tree by making the leaves of the tree. You can vary the color of the leaves either green or yellow by using the colored rafia ropes. To make the shape of wavy leaves you can use the comb with sharp edge to do the wavy shapes. After you finish with the leaves we can go to the presents. You can choose your favorite shape of the box either it is big box or just a small box. To make it colourful you can paint it or put some glitters on it and add the ribbon as the accessories.

After you have got the shape of the tree by sticking each part of the materials, it’s time to decorate your own Christmas tree by giving cotton as the roots of your tree, the cylinder shape as the stem of tree, lumps as the body of the tree and the rafia ropes as the leaves of your Christmas tree. Then, you can put some small lamps into your Christmas tree.
by circling around the Christmas tree. Your Christmas tree is ready to be displayed at your living room.

The steps to make the Christmas Tree are so simple. It’s better for you to make it yourself so you can spend less money on making it yourself than buying the Christmas tree from the market. You can spend your money to celebrate Christmas party with your friends and the positive thing is you can sell your own Christmas Tree to the market. Merry Christmas and God Bless you.
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How to Create . . . from Used Things.

an Extraordinary Cover Book

Have you ever seen a cute cover book from colorful flanel fabric? They are look so cute with colorful flower detail and decoration. Many of my friends buy it in book stores with expensive cost, around Rp 20,000. . just for one book. For me, that things is only waste my money because I can get the cheaper one. Using my own creativity, I can make an Extraordinary cover book from used things. I only need few things to make this cover book. In this essay I will help you to make an extraordinary cover book from used things. I'll give you some simple steps so you can easily follow me.

You will need few things to make this cover book. Don't buy new things, just looking for it in your old boxes, or in your cupboard. I gave you
a list to help you find these things. You must prepare everything before you make this cover book. If you miss one thing, it will make an extra job to find one thing while you making your cover book. Here is the list, you can start to look for it.

1. A book
   You can find an old book which still have a lot of blank paper or you can use your own agenda/note book.

2. A scissor

3. UHU glue
   You can use other mark, but I recommended this mark because this is the sticky one and also can dry faster than other glue.

4. An old colorful paper
   You can use old magazine paper or maybe your cover birthday present paper if you want. Remember, this paper must wide enough to cover your book.

5. Some old fabrics.
   You can find it some your old t-shirt or other clothes. Cut them into small pieces. You can use some old frill if you don't have old fabrics.

6. Buttons or any other small things.
   Try to find some small things in your house, for example: buttons, cute pins, etc.

   You will need it to give the final decoration in your cover book.
Have you finish find those things? Okay, let's begin to make our cover book. I'll give you the steps, please follow this steps carefully. Don't do it jumping if you won't have book cover book. The first step is cover your book with an old colorful paper. Design your old colorful paper into to part, then open it. Open your book and put it on your old colorful paper. You must put it exactly straight with the line in your colorful paper. Fold a two little part of your old paper (one in top and the other one in bottom) into your book. Take a little part of your old paper in right side and fold it into your book. Repeat it for the left side. Have you finish? OK, let's continue to our second step.

You will start to decorate your book in this second step. Take a little part of your old fabric, put some glue on it then stick it on your book. Repeat this until your book covered with old fabric. You freely to use your own creativity in here. Try to put your other pieces of old fabric randomly. You can also mix and match some color and different pattern old fabric to decorate your book. Don't be afraid if you feel you can't mix and match color and pattern.

The last step is put a final decoration, we often called it finishing step. In your cover book, take some button and put a glue on it then stick it on your book. You can make a straight line using your little buttons, or maybe a little heart if you desire. Cut some old till and put glue on it, stick it traverses your buttons on cover book.

Look! You have an extraordinary cover book now!
How is your opinion? Make an extraordinary cover book is not a hard work isn't it? I've already give you those simple steps. You can make another cover book with different design for your little sister, I think she will love it. Maybe you can make a little fun job to make money for your own? You can make a lot of this extraordinary cover book and try to sell it. It will be nice isn't it?
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The Three-Step Plan to Restore Road Safety

Traffic accidents are considered to be one of the most common and fatal causes of death in our society.

How many times do we hear news reports of some kind of tragic traffic accident causing an uproar among the combined victims' families or survivors? The most painful damage caused by tragic traffic accidents is obviously the lost lives, but there are also major drawbacks, such as financial problems for medical bills, vehicle repairs, and compensations, that make traffic accidents a huge issue in the number of needed resolving. We can reduce traffic accidents by summarizing and executing this alternative in the sake of our community's safety and well-being.

* New Paragraph *

It may seem that nowadays, especially in our county, driving license or any other authorized recognition is easily attained. Perhaps, with a little extra preparation, we can expect to have any permission or certificate made and legalized in a matter of days. However, achieving instant results...

...this act... does not justify whatsoever for the misery and wasting effort of our society, especially our younger generation. It's especially damaging when it comes to having...
appreciation and understanding of road safety and regulations may be one of the causes of the deadly barrage of traffic accidents. For this reason, the first act or step needed to pursue for the purpose of reducing traffic accidents is to enforce road safety education and while setting appropriate standards of competence for vehicle users. Moreover, towards prevention, it is always better than solution since we eliminate the negative outcomes first.

* New Paragraph *

Another crucial step toward reducing traffic accidents and promoting road safety is to enforce and uphold the laws and road regulations. This is not only the responsibility of the government to devise and execute, but also for the public to acknowledge and respect. Rules are made for the protection of the community, and it is we all abide by them. A healthy, organized, and efficient living environment is bound to be achieved. Abiding by handling the rules and forever upholding them may include a strict hand at those who disregard. For this reason, the government should be strict, firm and just for those who oppose the road safety regulations. At the same time, the public should continuously be educated and informed about road rules and regulations. Driver training should always be in line with the standards of road safety regulations.

* New Paragraph *

Apart from the lack of road safety knowledge, the execution of laws and the high levels of private vehicle users may also affect the high rate of traffic accidents. Since there are disorders and thefts caused by the unregulated traffic jams, there is a further course of action to reduce the number of private vehicle users which often affects road chaos. The decline of traffic jams happening in our streets. Consequently, it is well-run and organized road usage is entirely the rate of traffic accidents will automatically be reduced. For this reason, the fast but not less effective alternative we can do
The quality of public vehicles and road safety knowledge of public transportation drivers should be taken into account and enhanced. The making it is to ensure that every single road user or driver has a wide and enhanced knowledge and appreciation for road safety, whilst the physical condition and also condition of public road facilities and transport modes are above standard.

Traffic accidents are not coincidences that we can avoid. They are, indeed, the deadly and fatal effects of our indifference and disregard to road safety regulations and laws. A total reduction of traffic accidents and an organized road stage are feasible goals that the public along with guidance from the government can achieve. If we enforce road safety education, promote use of public transportation and uphold road regulations and laws, the safety of our community will definitely be improved.

* New Paragraph →
Last Sunday, my mother asked me to make my cupboard more tidy. Yes, in my cupboard I put a lot of things there so it seems a bit mess. So, I tried to make it tidy by rearranging the things that are still useful and getting out the rest. After two hours, I have done it.

I got my cupboard more tidy than before, but I got a problem. I decided to keep all of the things, except my Junior High School books. I did not know what should I do with those books. My father gave me a suggestion to sell it, but I did not think so. It would earn little money because it was only several books. My father also gave me another suggestion to give it to my sister that is sitting in Junior High School, but she told me that those books are not appropriate with her curriculum. In the middle of my stress, my mother came to me and gave a wise suggestion to create something new that can be used to decorate my room. She suggested me to create "birds". I smiled to her as a sign of agreement. I asked my mother to teach me. Now, I want to tell you how to make it. Here's the step,
To create a bird, you will need: scissors, paper, and a pencil.

The first step is to cut the paper into a square. You need to make sure that the paper is square. After that, you fold it in the diagonal line so that it will be a triangle. After you have a triangle, you fold it into the "same kind triangle" that has two sides of 45° in the bottom. Next, you have to hold the 45° side and pull it up so that it enters the triangle. Do the same thing with the other 45° side. If you finish doing it, you will have square paper again.

The next step is to open the paper so that when you see it from the upper, it is four separations. Take two separations of them; the nearest ones and fold it in the middle. Do the same thing with the other side. Make sure that you know which one is the upper. The upper is the one which can be opened. After folding two separations in the middle, you will have a "kite" shape which the upper is the one that can be opened.

The next step is the most difficult for me. You have to take a piece of the "kite" shape paper and pull it down. It will destroy the shape at first, but it will become the other shape latter. Do it also with the other shape so that now, you have a "beach ball" shape. Make sure that you do the right side. The upper is the one which can be separated, and the lower is the one which can be opened. The next step is to fold the right side in the middle so you can have a "pencil" shape.
The next step is to change the surface by opening the left-right side. You will have a "prisma" shape with a triangle in the middle if you follow the right step. Next, fold the lower side up. Then, change the surface again by opening the left-right side. From the left and right right side, you will have + parts that can be moved. You have to pull them down, just a bit to make it seen. You can take one of them; hold the edge and fold it down.

If you finish this step, it means that you’re almost done. Yeah! The next, you can hold the largest parts and pull it down. And, you will have a “bird”! Hurray!

The last step is coloring. You can put some color on it. You can put green color, red color, or give the eyes, the fur, and other accessories as creative as you want. You can also hang it in your room to make it prettier like what I have done.

So, creating a bird is easy, isn’t it? Let’s simple and so cute. The most important is it can help you with the used books. You will not get confused with them anymore.

Now, you can enjoy your day and have a new decoration. Let’s enjoy have a nice day.
How to create a unique cover book from used things

Are you bored with usual cover books? Do you want to cover your book with your own creation? Do you want to make a cover which is cute and unique? If your answer is the affirmative one, I will tell you how to make a cover book from used things such as used presents paper. I will tell you step by step.

You have to prepare the materials such as used present paper, scissor, glue, magazine, and colored markers. If you do not mind, I would suggest you about some of the materials which can make you to be more creative person. I suggest you to use the plain used present paper because it will be more attractive if you do not use too much colorful paper. The colorful paper will ruin your decoration later. Promptly, I will show you the steps and read it carefully.

Take the used present paper and cover your book with it. You can not just simply cover your book, but you have to fold it part by part neatly until the used present paper covers your book. And then, put some glue on the edge of the used present paper or you can put some glue on the edge side of the book. Do not put too much glue because it will ruin the used present paper when you want to decorate your cover book. Lastly, if you are not sure of present paper, you can combine the other papers by sticking it with glue.

Next, after you look at that you had already stick the used present paper neatly, you can decorate it by using the pictures which you can take it from the magazines. You have already prepare the magazine, right? You can choose whatever pictures that you want to use to decorate your cover book. You should fight the same one or unusual one so that the other friends who look at your cover book will be more curious about your book. You can take a lot of pictures there and you can also take some words there. It will be useful to create your book’s name. Moreover, you can create your own theme for your book. For instance, your writing book, you can decorate your cover book with choice pencil pictures, book pictures, students are studying. Drawing pictures in the magazines in order to memorize easily while at is your writing book. Then, after you choose the pictures, put some glue on it and stick it wherever you want to put the pictures. Just be more creative!
Finally, take the colored pencils or colored markers to put a name of your book or you can decorate more with using colored pencils and colored markers to be more attractive. You can draw whatever pictures that you want, but remember if you had already made one theme for each of your cover book, you should be more consistent with your own theme.

If it is not difficult, isn’t it? You can create your book by using the used present papers. Therefore next time if you had gotten present at your birthday, don’t throw the present papers away. Keep the used present paper and explore your creation by making the cover of your book. Moreover, you can share this creation with your friends, and your friends will admire your creation. Enjoy and have fun!
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How to Create a Unique Stationery Spot

Do you have a lot of stationery? Do you often lose your stationery? Students usually forget where they put the stationery after they use and then hard to find them when they want to use the stationery. This unique stationery spot can help you to save them. Just put your stationery spot in your desk. You can find your stationery easily, because they are in one right place. You do not need much money to get this. You can make your own stationery spot with used things easily. The purpose of this essay is to provide you to make an unique stationery spot with these simple steps: finding the materials, providing the tools, decorating the tin can, and touching up the stationery spot.

The first step to create an unique stationery spot is finding the materials. To make it easy, you can find used things around you. Looking for tin can with variant size. It can be milk tin can or cookies tin can. Find gift-wrapping paper and ribbon that used to wrap your birthday gift.
The second step to create an unique stationery spot is providing the tools. I am sure that you have these tools.

You just need scissors, glue, ruler, and pen with variant color. You can replace the pen with different color pencil to make your own stationery spot beautiful.

The third step to create an unique stationery spot is decorating the tin can. You are free to choose your tin can. You can use the small one or the largest one. It depends on how many stationery that you have. Decorate your tin can with gift-wrapping paper and ribbon. You can also put your photos on the stationery spot. It is time to use your creativity.

The fourth step to create an unique stationery spot is touching up the stationery spot. You can draw or write on stationery spot with different color of pencil or pen that you have. Do not forget to use contrast color. Before you put the stationery spot on your desk, it is better to check the gift-wrapping paper have adhered to tin can exactly or not.

Now, you have your own stationery spot. You can get your stationery easily and quickly. The whole steps to create an unique stationery spot can be summarized as follows: finding the materials from used things, providing scissors, glue, and pen with variant color, decorating the tin can, and touching up your stationery spot. Hopefully, you can have your stationery well.
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How to Make a Glass of Ice Tea

Sometimes we go to the supermarket or mini-market to buy
some soft drinks to drink. Have you ever thought that it’s easier if
we make it by ourselves rather than buying it in the supermarket?
Now, I want to tell you how to make a glass of ice tea.

Before we make an ice tea, (first of all), we prepare all the
things that we need to make it. We have to prepare
one saucer of tea, some ice cubes, hot water, cool water, a glass,
and a spoon and some sugar. If all the things are already complete,
now we’re ready to make an ice tea.

First, put two spoon of sugar into the glass. After the sugar
is already in the glass, pour a half of hot water into the glass
don’t mix them until the sugar is soluble. After that,
add some ice cubes into the glass. How cold do you want?
just put the ice cubes. Next, add some cold water until
the glass is full and mix them with using the spoon
and after that, your ice tea is already done.

You can put lemon into the ice tea so that the taste
is a little bit different. And you can put strawberry
as well into the ice tea. That’s all the procedure how to make
a glass of ice tea. Thank you for following the procedure.
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**How to Create a Scrapbook from Used Things**

Do you get confused what to do with your used things? There are many things that we can not used anymore, such as the size of the clothes that not suitable anymore to our body, until some accessories which not be used again. Some people are hard to just throw it away, cause it has memories for them, or maybe the things are bought with a high price, or even gifted by their beloved people. The good news is you can use it again or even better. You can make it to be a scrapbook, just by following these three simple steps: collecting all used things, only and matching them, putting some photos.

The first step is collecting the used things. It can be your used clothes, accessories, book or anything that are not used anymore.

The second step is mix and matching them. If you had collected the used things, now you can mix and matching it as you want to. Use your imagination and creativity to mix and matching it. No need to worry about your creativity is a natural best creation.

The third step is that you can put some photos. Loading your photos to your own scrapbook will give more meaning to see. You can give comments or notes following the photos if you want to.

By following these three simple steps, you can make a scrapbook by using used stuff. So do not throw away your used things but collect it then mix and makes it and put some of your memories photos to make it meaningful. I had already made my own handmade scrapbook, now it is your turn!
How to Reduce Traffic Accidents
Simply

Do you know? Last Friday there was an accident in Jakarta. The accident happened when a girl called Olivia (17 years old) with her friend drove a car in the afternoon. The car was run fastly and hit a billboard beside the street. Olivia, who was the driver, was burned by the fire and dead. However, her friend was helped and saved. The family of the victim said that this accident happened because Olivia still cannot drive well. Now, can you imagine how many traffic accidents happen every day? And how many victims who injured or even died every day? Because of that, in this essay I want to give you three steps to reduce traffic accidents: first, learn to drive well; drive only when you were in a good condition; and the last but not the least, check your vehicle before you drive it.
The first step to reduce traffic accidents is that learn to drive well. Make sure that you can drive your car or motorcycle well before you go to a main street that contains of many cars and motorcycles there. Do not ever use the cliche reason about nobody will deliver me, "If I do not drive by myself, I will drive by yourself and you cannot drive well. It is too risky. It will be dangerous for you and others people. So, just drive when you sure that you can drive well.

The second step to reduce traffic accidents is that drive only when you are in a good condition. Before you go outside to your house, make sure that you are not feeling unwell. Moreover, if you have been consumed any medicine, when you are feeling unwell and you drive your car or motorcycle, you will hard to concentrate in driving your vehicle. In addition, after consumes any medicine, there will be side effects like feel sleepy and so on, that can make you hard to drive well.

The third step to reduce traffic accidents is that check your vehicle before you drive it. There are three steps to check your vehicle before you drive it. The first, check the wheels of your vehicle first. Please check whether it is in a well condition or not. Second, check the engine of your vehicle. Is everything...
Alright, with your engine? The last, do not forget to check the light of your vehicle. It is really important because light makes other drivers see easily your vehicle on street.

In conclusion, there are three steps to reduce traffic accidents. The steps are: make sure you are a good driver, do not drive when you are feeling unwell, and control the condition of your vehicle before you drive it. With follow these three steps, I sure it will be reduce traffic accidents. I hope with this essay, it can enrich your knowledge and you can practice it.
HOW TO REDUCE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN THE HERO CITY

Have you ever heard about Hero City? If you have heard about Hero City, Surabaya is the answer. Recently, many accidents or traffic accidents happened in Hero City. It is because individually not because the rule or the regulation on the way. Nowadays many people become careless if they are on the way. So it was the first cause of happening traffic accidents. Now let us inform or tell you about how to reduce traffic accidents in Hero City. There are three steps, and it is easy to follow these steps:

First, you have to check the condition. The condition here is meaning the condition of your transportation. If you have a car, you must check the engine of your car. If the engine was good and nothing bad, you can use your car to go to wherever you go. You must check also the tires of your car. If that is enough to use, you can use it. But if the tire was flat, you can add the wind to your tire in tubeless stone. Do not forget to bring the reserve tire, if use hole back up your tire if it flats in the middle of your way. Before you ride your car, you must turn on your car’s and engine and wait for a minute so that
Your car is ready to use, those checking condition is also can use if you have or you will ride a motorcycle.

Second, After the checking was finished you can ride your car or motorcycle carefully. Carefully but is meaning like your ride yours slowly. You also ride on the right way. If there is no transportation in front of you or we could increase our speed, but if the way is quite crowded you must decrease your speed.

Third and it is the most important is obey the traffic light and also the regulation of the way. If all of the riders ride their transportation carefully, it will reduce the traffic accidents. Besides that we have to obey the traffic light, if the traffic light was red, you must stop and do not increase your speed. If the traffic light was yellow you can increase your speed slowly and prepare to move quickly and the last if the traffic light was green you can run of your car or of your motorcycle. Then on the road many signs that you must obey like 40 km or 60 km you must ride your car or motorcycle about 40 km or 60 km per hour. Sometimes there is sign that wrote like this is the disturbed
In the area you must rode slowly. Besides that there is sign wrote like do not stop here or it is meaning you do not allow to stop there. Now there are different ways whether the transportation which is have two wheels or three wheels, they have different ways. That is also reduce the traffic accidents.

In conclusion, if you follow those three steps you will reduce the traffic accident. First checking the body or the condition of your transportation, second riding your transportation slowly and carefully on the road and the last or the third step obeying all of the regulation on the road. Now you have known the way how to reduce the traffic accident in the Hero City. I guarantee if you follow those three steps the traffic accidents will decrease.
Every year, there are thousands of traffic accidents happened. This increasing number of traffic accidents makes many people afraid. They don't feel secure, because they think they can not prevent traffic accidents. But they have to reflect about it once more, because this essay will tell them the way to reduce traffic accidents. There are five ways to reduce traffic accidents. These are: stay focus while driving, don't break traffic rules and regulations, make sure that your vehicles in a good condition, don't use any cellphone while driving and pray first.

The first way is stay focus while driving, when you drive you should have a good concentration because if you lose your concentration, you will not realize there is a danger in front of you or you make other vehicles in danger. The second way is don't break traffic rules and regulations. For example, when the traffic light is red, you must stop. Don't drive over the speed limit. Use helmet when you ride a motor cycle and use safety belt when you drive a car. The third way is make sure that your vehicles in a good condition. You must check your vehicles before you have a trip, so there won't be any problems happens. As you know, there are many accidents happen because of the dysfunction of components of vehicles. It means each part of your vehicles is important.
The fourth way is "Do not use any cellphone while driving."

Many people look so busy nowadays. They often get a call or make a call in any times or anywhere. But when you are driving, try to avoid it. Using cellphone while driving will distract your concentration, and it will bring you to an accident. The last way is pray first. Maybe you think it is funny for the first, but remember before you go. Prayer has a great power. You may have checked your car and concentrated, but you haven’t prayed before you drive. There will be a possibility you get an accident because an accident is not only because of your carelessness, but it can be someone’s carelessness. So, pray is the important thing which must be done before doing anything, especially driving.

Stay focus while driving, don’t break traffic rules and regulations. Make sure your vehicle is in a good condition, don’t use any cellphone while driving and pray first are the ways to reduce traffic accident. Reducing traffic accident doesn’t mean avoiding traffic accidents anymore. A traffic accident can be still happened, but you can minimize it by practicing those five ways.